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Abstract
A blockchain is a decentralised linked data structure that is characterised by its inherent re-
sistance to data modification, but it is deficient in search queries primarily due to its inferior
data formatting. A distributed database is also a decentralised data structure which features
quick query processing and well-designed data formatting but suffers from data reliability.
In this work, we showcase ChainSQL, an open-source system developed by integrating the
blockchain with the database, i.e. we present a blockchain database application platform
that has the decentralised, distributed and audibility features of the blockchain and quick
query processing and well-designed data structure of the distributed databases. ChainSQL
features a tamper-resistant and consistent multi-active database, a reliable and cost effec-
tive data-level disaster recovery backup and an auditable transaction log mechanism. The
system is presented as an operational multi-active database along with the data-level dis-
aster recovery backup and audibility features. A comprehensive experimental evaluation is
performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the system.
Keywords: Blockchain, Distributed Databases, Blockchain Application

1. Introduction

Digital or crypto currencies such as, Bitcoin [1], Ethereum [2], Ripple [3] and others, have
recently witnessed a tremendous interest from the user as well as the developer community [4,
5, 6]. The crypto currencies are essentially smart contracts between users which are executed
using a data structure referred to as ‘blockchain’. Thus, a blockchain stores transactions
whilst satisfying the following two constraints: (i) anyone should be able to write to the
blockchain, and (ii) there should not be any centralised control.

A blockchain is a database and an application software on top of it [7] that dictates the
data definition and data update mechanism for the blockchain. A blockchain not only allows
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to add new data to the database but it also ensures that all the users on the network have
exactly the same data. Thus, a blockchain is a distributed and decentralised linked data
structure for data storage and retrieval which also ensures that the data is resistant to any
modification.

One of the limitations of blockchain is its inherent deficiency in search query processing [8]
primarily due to the linked data storage and the absence of a well-defined data indexing
structure for various queries. Bitcoin, for instance, is the most notable blockchain network;
however, it has two limitations: (i) it takes a considerable amount of time, possibly up to
ten minutes, for a transaction to be issued and verified and the final confirmation may take
up to an hour, and (ii) a new block can only be generated by miners which requires extensive
computational efforts.

Databases, in addition to having a defined data structure are optimised for fast query
processing, but are not resistant to data modifications [9]. More specifically, distributed
databases have the following limitations: (a) database can be tampered either by a malicious
user or by the database administrator, (b) the backup-based disaster recovery scheme of the
database cannot be normally activated in the event of a system failure and causes data loss,
and (c) the multiple copies of the database are not always entirely consistent and the data
synchronisation operations are required to resolve data conflicts.

Therefore, a blockchain-based database system is desirable that has the features of the
blockchain and the distributed databases combined together such that the inherent resis-
tance of the blockchain to data modification and the query speed of the distributed databases
are simultaneously achieved. This is not obvious as the blockchain and the distributed
database are two different data structures and are designed to serve entirely different busi-
ness needs. For example, whilst distributed database queries are designed based on the ‘par-
allelism’ paradigm, for instance, inter- and intra-query parallelism or multiplex approaches,
blockchain is a strictly sequential data structure that is aimed at guaranteeing data integrity.
Similarly, the privacy of the user data, although is a concern in the distributed databases,
it is a design requirement in a blockchain. The presence of the notion of ‘trust’ in a dis-
tributed database and its absence in a blockchain is also a primary design consideration and
has contrasting consequences.

However, the decentralised and trustless data storage in blockchain could be employed to
advantage as follows. As a node in the blockchain network has its own copy of the blockchain
data, if node X requires to execute fast queries on the blockchain, it can execute the local
copy of the blockchain to generate a local database, and thus the integrity of the data is
verified by the blockchain and the fast queries are executed on the local database.

In this work, we showcase ChainSQL1, a novel database powered blockchain system
that integrates the blockchain with the distributed databases to yield a system that has
the integrity of the blockchain and the fast query processing of the distributed databases.
We illustrate three usecases of ChainSQL; each of which is implemented as a middleware
between the enterprise application and the underlying database:

1The source code for ChainSQL is available online at: https://github.com/ChainSQL/chainsqld
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(1) The first usecase is a multi-active database middleware that connects the enterprise
application with the database system. The middleware provides both symmetric and
asymmetric encryption for data security. The expandability of the blockchain network
is achieved by integrating a new node into the blockchain network seamlessly and
when the new node is established as a ‘valid’ production node, it can participate in
operations such as consensus and synchronous data writing, similar to the existing
production nodes.

(2) The second usecase is a database disaster recovery middleware that connects the
database production nodes with the disaster recovery nodes. During disaster recov-
ery, a backup node is elevated to a production node and it is ensured by the disaster
recovery centre that the backup node has exactly the same data as the production
node. In case of a production node failure, the user seamlessly switches to the ‘new’
production node which is a node in the recovery centre to complete the task.

(3) The third usecase is an audibility feature that enables flexible access control along
with tracing support. The audibility is controlled by the owner of the data and is
performed by a read-only ‘grant’ access to the auditor that can read the data for the
auditing purposes.

The details about the aforementioned usecases are presented in Section 5.

ChainSQL Significance. Distributed databases feature enhanced transparency, easy ex-
pansion, better data-loss resistance and optimised query performance, but suffer from data
reliability and consistency. The most compelling requirement for a distributed database is
the notion of ‘trust’ as it requires a centralised control mechanism to maintain the authen-
ticity of the data. Blockchain, on the contrary, is a ‘trustless’ data structure that ensures
data reliability and integrity at its core. However, blockchain lacks in throughput and query
performance. We propose the integration of the distributed databases with the blockchain.
We argue that this is a promising idea and should be incorporated into the blockchain sys-
tems to address the challenges that have been already resolved by the distributed databases
but still require attention in blockchain systems. ChainSQL solves the data integrity and
reliability issues of the distributed databases by using the blockchain technology and still
keeps the fast query processing of the distributed databases.

ChainSQL Highlights. ChainSQL features a secure design due to the authorisation re-
quirement to access the personal user data. The transactions are stored in the blockchain
whereas the actual data is stored in the database. The data is distributed to improve service
availability. Many-to-one disaster recovery architecture allows a single backup centre to be
used with multiple production nodes. The backup database can be operated without data
recovery. Thus, ChainSQL not only provides the instantaneity of the traditional database
but also the security of the blockchain. It can be easily configured with commonly used
traditional databases such as MySQL2 by way of APIs. As the database log is immutable,
the history database actions are preserved, therefore, it allows auditing using the data stored

2www.chainsql.net/api_mysql.html
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Figure 1: The components of a typical blockchain system.

in the blockchain. Another exciting feature is the integration of the blockchain with new
applications via ChainSQL interface rather than the database interface. This enables incor-
poration of the security and audibility features of the blockchain into the existing database
systems.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. An overview of blockchain systems and
related concepts are stated in Section 2. ChainSQL as a blockchain database application
platform is presented in Section 3 and the consensus algorithm is described in Section 4.
The ChainSQL usecases are elaborated in Section 5. The system is empirically evaluated
in Section 6, and Section 7 concludes this work.

2. Blockchain Technology and Systems

Blockchain technology has come to forth recently. A variety of applications using the
blockchain technology are being proposed spanning a multitude of domains including finance,
healthcare, supplychain, online games, social media and others. However, current blockchain
systems suffer from issues such as low throughput and inefficient query processing, therefore,
the applicability of the blockchain technology is still limited in different application domains.
In this section, we overview the blockchain technology and systems and discuss the recent
developments in the field.

We first discuss the architecture of blockchain systems.

2.1. Blockchain Architecture
A blockchain is a cryptographically-secure transactional singleton machine with shared

state [2] and is packaged as a set of concepts shown in Figure 1. An outline of blockchain
components is as below:
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1. Datastore is the blockchain data structure that holds all the blockchain data.
2. Consensus is the blockchain agreement mechanism that ensures the data integrity in

the system.
3. Validation is the process that ensures the correct state transition in the blockchain.
4. Peer-to-peer network is a distributed computing environment that performs the blockchain

system operations (1-3 above).
5. Cryptography ensures the security and privacy of the data in blockchain.

We now proceed with some details.

2.1.1. Datastore
Datastore is a state-machine replication [10] based sequential-access data structure which

has the entire blockchain data replicated on each node in the blockchain network. The
transactions are assembled into blocks such that every consequent block is connected to
the previous block via a hash-value. As the blocks are only forward reachable, a change
in a blocks’ hash-value affects all the subsequent blocks, and thus violates the integrity of
the blockchain. As shown in Figure 2, a block has two parts: (i) a header with metadata
and (ii) a set of associated transactions. The integrity of the blockchain is established by
traversing the headers of the blocks in the chain whereas the current states of the accounts
and transactions are needed for validation. The size of the blockchain is a concern due to
the sequential access, therefore, techniques similar to Merkle tree [11] have been proposed
to speedup the validation process. Similarly, graph based approaches [12, 13, 14] have also
been proposed that store blocks and transactions in a graph format rather than a list.

2.1.2. Consensus
A blockchain is a trustless decentralised entity that has consensus as its operational

engine. Consensus algorithms have long been studied in distributed systems and recently
are drawing attention from researchers for blockchain systems. See the study [15] for a
comprehensive overview of consensus algorithms for blockchain systems.

Typically, a blockchain is a state transition system where a state is the current status
of the stakeholders in the blockchain. As shown in Figure 3, each new transaction changes
the state of the system. A set of transactions are bundled into blocks which are signed and
hashed together. Thus, blocks define the blockchain transition from one state to another.
It should be clear that the consensus protocol is fundamentally different across blockchains
and has motivations in technology as well as business. However, a consensus algorithm has
to define a set of rules to achieve an agreement on the transactions and the order in which
they appear. It should also be noted that the consensus problem in asynchronous systems
with stochastic processes is known to be ‘hard’ for deterministic termination [16]. Therefore,
a consensus algorithm has to make some simplifying assumptions for termination. Partial
synchrony, process reliability, probabilistic termination are examples of such assumptions.

The Proof-of-Work (PoW) [17] based algorithm proposed by Nakomoto [1] for the Bitcoin
is probably the most well-known consensus algorithm. PoW is a probabilistic consensus
algorithm where miners solve cryptographic challenges, which are hard to solve but easy
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Figure 2: A typical datastore and associated block representation.

to verify, and are rewarded accordingly. To solve these cryptographic challenges requires
extensive computational efforts; therefore, the use of PoW consensus in real-life application
scenarios is limited due to efficiency and scalability constraints. An alternative to PoW is
the concept of Proof-of-Stake (PoS) where a peer is rewarded based on the stakes in the
system. PoS works on the assumptions that (i) if an adversary acts maliciously it looses its
stake, and (ii) the adversary nodes can not exceed 1/3 of the total nodes. PoS solves the
energy consumption problem of PoW but only works under some assumptions [18].

Examples of emerging consensus algorithms inspired from practical Byzantine fault tol-
erance [19] include Hyperledger Fabric [20]. Practical Byzantine fault tolerant consensus
algorithms [19] rely on 3-step all-to-all communication with complexity O(n2), where n is
the number of nodes in the network. Recent proposals include a leader-based consensus
algorithm [20] where a leader is elected for a number of rounds to optimize communication
workload by decreasing the average network communication complexity.

2.1.3. Validation
The integrity of the blockchain is maintained by a validation process which aims to avoid

issues such as double spending in crypto-currencies. For crypto-currencies [21], a transaction
is validated as a set of following checks: (i) transaction is cryptographically valid, i.e. it
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Figure 3: The consensus process as a state-machine replication. When a transaction is applied, it changes
the state of the peer from state A to state B.

has a verifiable signature, (ii) transaction format is valid, i.e. all the transaction fields have
a valid range, and (iii) transaction state is valid, i.e. the transaction spending constraints
are satisfied. It is obvious that the receiver’s existential identity should also be verified to
avoid financial loss. The validation mechanism employed by Ethereum is by way of smart
contracts. A smart contract is an agreement between interested parties and is executed only
if a set of pre-defined constraints are satisfied. A smart contract is executed in parallel for a
distributed environment [22]. Smart contracts must be defined in a transparent and shared
space to provide better security for the system [23]. A study [24] presents a review on the
prevalent validation protocols including smart contracts. Sergey et al. [25] show that smart
contract implementations lack formal methods for verification and it is still questionable
whether current usecases need a Turing-Complete feature as it creates additional attack
vectors.

2.1.4. Blockchain Network
Blockchain is a peer-to-peer network for information exchange between nodes where

transactions are relayed in the network using a secure broadcasting protocol. The stability
of information propagation is a concern in the network and Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks
are common in public blockchains, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. For example, in Bitcoin
network, large mining pools can attack smaller pools to get more incentives [26]. In Rip-
ple [27], a node implements a Unique Node List (UNL) and thus DoS attack is avoided as
traffic from the unwanted nodes is filtered out.

The protocols in blockchain networks are either for dense networks or for sparse networks.
Dense networks expand the peer connections to decrease the probability of malicious channels
along with the usage of authenticated channels with the guarantee that if the message is
signed it is delivered from the correct sender. In sparse networks, failures are measured as
distance between two Byzantine nodes. Transactions are spread faster without repetition
in a sparse network with a gossip protocol [28], but it is harder to achieve a deterministic
Byzantine fault tolerant agreement.
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2.1.5. Security and Privacy
Security and privacy of the blockchain systems primarily relies on cryptography and

cryptographic assumptions. Blockchains are required to authorize users, define the account
balance and establish the validity of a transaction. One of the most important instruments
for the purpose are digital signatures [29]. A digital signature provides three properties: (i)
verification, i.e. it is easy to verify the authenticity of the signature, (ii) non-forgeability,
i.e. no one should be able to copy or forge it, and (iii) non-repudiation, i.e. once you sign
an object, it is impossible to un-sign it.

Digital signatures based on symmetric cryptography are a common practice. A private
key k is used to sign a transaction with hash-value H. In addition to a signature, each
transaction also has the public key of the user that is used for user identification. A digital
signature scheme based on elliptic curves [30] allows multi-signature transactions.

An example usage of symmetric cryptography in a blockchain system is shown in Figure 4.
Sender generates (public, private) key pair. Note that in a permission-less blockchain, user
can generate many key pairs as consensus protocol does not depend on the public key whereas
in permissioned blockchain, public key must be known to all the validating peers. Message
is signed and sent in the form of a transaction which is verified at the receiver by using a
verification algorithm that is compatible with a signing algorithm used by the sender. Thus,
a symmetric verification algorithm requires public key of the sender to identify the validity
of the signature. To achieve privacy, crypto-currencies use coin shuffling with mixing [31] or
zk-SNARKs [32]. More discussion on privacy and security issues in blockchain systems can
be found in the study [33].

2.2. Blockchain Evolution
The Bitcoin [1] proposal triggered the introduction of many crypto-currencies, and con-

sequently, many blockchain systems are being proposed. We now give an overview of the
blockchain evolution.

2.2.1. Blockchain 1.0
The recent interest in blockchain system started with the introduction of Bitcoin pro-

posed by Nakomoto [1]. The aim of the Bitcoin was to introduce transparent cross-border
payments. Bitcoin scripting language extends the system capability to represent asset ma-
nipulations, however it makes development of Bitcoin applications difficult as is evident by
a limited number of applications. Bitcoin issues include high power consumption due to
PoW consensus, low throughput, high latency and inability to make rich queries. These
drawbacks compelled the introduction of Blockchain 2.0.

2.2.2. Blockchain 2.0
Ethereum [2] introduced smart contracts that allow to run code written in Solidity on

top of blockchain. Ethereum maintains account and state Particia Merkle Tree and the
smart contract values in a (key, value) repository. Malicious never-ending smart contract are
prohibited by the introduction of ‘Ether’. Ether is the Ethereum fuel and is used for executing
smart contracts. The creation of Ethereum based business applications is restrictive because
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Figure 4: An overview of the cryptography scheme for transactions in a blockchain. Sender uses private key
to sign a transaction and the public key of the sender is used to establish the transaction validity.

of two reasons: (i) the design of smart contract module is not optimized for a particular
business usecase, and (ii) there is no distinction between the data and the code storage.

Ripple [27] solves the scalability problem in Ethereum and Bitcoin by utilizing semi-
centralized ledger. Ripple consensus is based on a unique node list which is a set of trusted
nodes and these nodes participate in the consensus process. The consensus process it-
self is based on validation and votes and only requires as few seconds as demonstrated by
Armknecht et al. [34]. The business case for Ripple is interbank exchanges and financial
applications. Ripple supports a variety of databases and data analytics.

2.2.3. Beyond Blockchain 2.0
The study [5] is a detailed note on data processing for blockchain systems. A number

of initiatives have been taken from the data storage and retrieval perspective. For example,
Hyperledger Fabric [35] is an initiative that allows to create a private blockchain for an
enterprise. Fabric implements a pluggable consensus where each specific Fabric network can
utilize different consensus algorithm to achieve required level of fault tolerance. Vukolić [36]
argued that classical Byzantine Fault Tolerance consensus algorithms should be considered
to achieve stronger consistency. Gaetani et al. [37] and Blockstack [38] stress the need of
better data integrity with the current cloud environments.

A notable blockchain system is BigChainDB [39] that facilitates NoSQL document-based
database capabilities for fast queries with blockchain systems. The tamper-resistance is
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Figure 5: An overview of the ChainSQL access mechanism; the blockchain network is accessed (a) directly
by the client for write operations, (b) by using an underlying database for read operations, or (c) by
configuring a database on a blockchain node for read-database or write-blockchain operations.

achieved by way of shared replication, reversion of disallowed updates or deletes, and cryp-
tographic signing of all transactions. However, one of the limitations of BigChainDB is the
support for MongoDB only and no support for SQL databases. The consensus algorithm in
BigChainDB is based on Paxos [40] that does not guarantee Byzantine fault tolerance. One
of the issues in BigChainDB is the absence of a unified language for queries to provide a
database-agnostic interaction which limits the database choice.

Another system (currently in development) is Catena3 that replaces transactions in a
blockchain system with a limited set of SQL expressions. However, the applicability of
Catena in business applications is limited due to the choice of the consensus protocol which
is based on PoW and is prone to system forks and low throughput.

In summary, blockchain is an interesting technology and many promising initiatives have
been taken recently. Still, it is just a beginning and a lot of research effort is required on
theory and systems.

3. ChainSQL: A Blockchain Database Application Platform

In this section, we give an overview of ChainSQL, a blockchain-based log database sys-
tem that has the integrity of the blockchain and the fast query processing of the distributed
databases, as the context for understanding the system that we present in Section 5.

One of the initial design considerations in a blockchain systems is the choice of the
underlying blockchain network. The choice is based on the intended application scenario.
The enterprise case for ChainSQL is to process high volume business transactions in geo-
separated financial institutions; therefore, Ripple is a suitable choice due to high throughput
and fast validation process.

We now present key design aspects in ChainSQL.

3https://github.com/pixelspark/catena
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3.1. User Management
We first discuss user management in ChainSQL. The cryptographic schemes supported

for user authorisation are both symmetric and asymmetric. A user is identified by a unique
public key and the tables owned by the user and the transactions initiated by the user
are signed with the user public key. The access to user table is regulated using grant
permission. ChainSQL supports customisable table access, i.e. grant permission to a
subset of records, attributes, or both. A user-based access mechanism defined in the master
table, TableList, as a triple (user, table, operations), enables transaction validation. The
master table also stores the indexes of the recent transactions and the associated datastore
entries for fast synchronization and validation. The peers are able to quickly synchronize
the unsynchronized parts using the master table.

The user in ChainSQL operates as one of the following: (i) as a complete-node that
participates in the consensus process and thus is responsible for the network integrity, (ii) as
a partial-node or a listen-in that is interested in transactions related to itself only, and (iii)
as a light-weight client connected to a complete-node for network operations. An overview
of the ChainSQL user access mechanism is shown in Figure 5.

3.2. ChainSQL Architecture
We now present the building blocks of ChainSQL for which an overview is given in

Figure 6 and the components are detailed below:

Application Interface. The access to the blockchain network is by way of an API. In the user
context, the instruction set for the network access commands is similar to usual database
operations and is therefore easy to use. The support for multiple programming languages
through APIs4 enhances the flexibility and applicability of ChainSQL. The user commands,
in SQL or JSON format, are signed and wrapped-up into network transaction format by the

4https://github.com/ChainSQL
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API and if a transaction is authenticated, it is forwarded to the blockchain network for
consensus.

Network Consensus. To maintain the integrity of the data, network consensus is of funda-
mental importance. In ChainSQL, a transaction is authenticated as follows: a subset of the
network nodes selected by the implementation of a UNL scheme validate a transaction. If
consensus is not achieved on a transaction, the operation is rolled back and the transaction
is not added to the blockchain. The validation process is completed within a few seconds
and the user is updated promptly about the transaction status.

Database Operations. The blockchain network transmits the transaction data to the corre-
sponding database for processing. The database operations are performed in near real-time
and the validating and the backup nodes maintain the complete database record along with
user tables. A complete-node stores all the transactions on the network whereas a partial-
node stores only related transactions and headers.

Permission and Grant system. The user authorization in ChainSQL is by way of public
and private keys. Default read and write permissions on a table rest with the owner of the
table however, the owner can grant both read and write permissions to other users. The
database tables and the (user, table, access) relationship triples are stored in the master
table, ‘TableList’. Table synchronization is one of the following: default, auto or none.
The operations on a table are customized by the owner and the owner may choose among
operations, for instance, select, insert, update and delete. A check on the number of user
operations on a table can also be placed by the owner.

3.3. ChainSQL API
We now discuss the operations supported by the ChainSQL API. The API incorporates

rich semantics for multiple languages including C++ and Java, and supports queries in SQL
and JSON with special predefined format. The API support for Java and Javascript is
by way of remote procedure calls employing web socket interactions. The user queries, in
SQL or JSON format, are similar to a server-client communication environment and are
transformable one way or the other, conveniently. A sample query in both SQL and JSON
formats is shown in Figure 7.

The ChainSQL API supports (i) user commands, for example, create, update, delete
and insert, and (ii) financial commands such as create offer, update offer, make payment,
and others. When a user queries for information on the network, a ‘valid’ peer in possession
of read-only transaction data answers the query. As mentioned already, the queries can also
be performed on the local synchronized database of the user.

The database operations are of three types, namely sqlStatement, tableListSet and
sqlTransaction where sqlStatement is used to insert, update or delete records; tableListSet
is used to create or mutate user-tables; and sqlTransaction is used to perform a set of
operations atomically, i.e. as a single transaction. Data synchronization is controlled by the
user. A node may choose between synchronize-at-each-transaction and synchronize-at-each-
interval options. For a synchronize-at-each-transaction option, write operations are required

12



{
"method": "r_insert",
"params": [

{
"offline": false,
"secret": "xnoPBzXtMeMyMHUVTgbuqAfg1SUTb",
"tx_json": {

"TransactionType": "SQLStatement",
"Account": "zHb9CJAWyB4zj91VRWn96DkukG4bwdtyTH",
"Owner": "zHb9CJAWyB4zj91VRWn96DkukG4bwdtyTH",
"Tables": [

{
"Table": {

"TableName": "peersafe"}
}],
"Raw": [{ "age": 20, "name": "B"}]
}} ]}

INSERT INTO peersafe (age, name)
VALUES (20, "B");

Figure 7: A sample query in SQL (below) and JSON (above) format using the ChainSQL API.

to be confirmed prior to subsequent write operations. A system table, SyncTableState,
defines the data synchronization mode.

Similarly, data privacy is also specified by the user and a table can be created by the
user with encryption flag ‘ON’ or ‘OFF’. The support for both symmetric and asymmetric
encryption is available. A user that wishes to access the data fetches the encrypted data
and also requests the access to the data. If the access is granted, the data can be accessed
accordingly using the public/private key combinations. Thus, data privacy is ensured and
data availability is also facilitated.

Another interesting feature is the event subscription for the ‘data change’ event for an
instance of data using the subscribeTable command. Data audit is performed (i) locally,
if user maintains a local database, and (ii) remotely on a peer, if a local database is not
maintained. In this case, user listens to each new datastore update and proof of validation
shared on the network. The datastore is queried for related transactions, i.e. the set of
transactions that modify the user data and have a grant approval for audit.

3.4. Data validation and forwarding
A transaction is cryptographically signed by a user, is packaged in appropriate query

format and is forwarded to the consensus module. ChainSQL peer validates the command
signature that uniquely identifies a user. As mentioned already, for the transaction data,
the encryption can be turned ‘ON’ or ‘OFF’ by the user. If data encryption is turned ‘ON’,
only the data owner or the authenticated user can access the data.

The validation process is based on pre-defined business rules. The business rules are
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implemented primarily to prevent system forks. Therefore, if two conflicting transactions
are included in the datastore, only one transaction is validated in the datastore at most.
The default validation rules are built-in ChainSQL and are customisable as per business
needs. The validation is performed in three steps. Firstly, user permissions to perform the
transaction operations are validated. Secondly, the transaction fields and the correctness
of the transaction is validated. Thirdly, the consequence of the transaction execution is
validated on the local database.

In order to prevent replication and double-spending attacks, user provides a nonce num-
ber with each transaction. If two transaction with the same nonce number and hash are
submitted to the datastore, this is considered as an inconsistency and at most one of the
two is applied to the datastore.

4. ChainSQL Consensus

The consensus is at the core of a blockchain system and ensures the data integrity in the
network. The choice of a consensus protocol also determines the system throughput. Hence,
it is important to implement an appropriate consensus protocol. As the intended business
case for ChainSQL is enterprise financial transactions, the consensus protocol is based on
Ripple that satisfies following three constraints:

(1) Correctness: a non-valid transaction is confirmed during consensus if the number of
Byzantine faulty nodes are below the tolerance threshold.

(2) Convergence: a valid node decides on a transaction in finite time.
(3) Agreement: all valid nodes eventually agree on exactly the same datastore state.

We first discuss some concepts related to the consensus protocol and then present the
consensus algorithm.

4.1. Consensus Dynamics
ChainSQL consensus is characterised by high throughput and fast validation time. The

output of a consensus round is an updated datastore state for which the network nodes take
different roles. We give some details below:

Consensus Objective. The objective of the consensus is to attain an agreed upon datas-
tore state. Formally, the objective of the consensus is to achieve the agreement among the
validation nodes with a known probability of Byzantine failures. Consensus must prevent
situations where two disjoint sets of nodes agree on different states of the datastore. There-
fore, a transaction is accepted or otherwise subject to majority support, or the decision is
postponed for the upcoming rounds. Thus, the outcome of a consensus round is a set of
transactions for which the consensus is achieved. In each consensus round, all the validated
and confirmed transactions are applied to the datastore.
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Datastore State Transition. At each consensus stage, the current state of the datastore is
agreed upon as ‘valid’. The datastore state is identified with a sequence number which
increments over time. The sequence number contains the metadata about the transactions.
Each transaction has a code that indicates the changes to the datastore as a result of
transaction execution. Nodes in the blockchain network communicate with each other on a
subset of transactions labelled as ‘proposal set’. As for a transaction to be accepted, it has
to be known to the majority of the nodes in the network, the nodes communicate with each
other to prepare a proposal set that is agreed upon by the majority of the nodes to attain
the consensus.

Consensus Round. Each node receives and validates transactions only from a subset of nodes
considered as ‘trusted’, namely unique node list or UNL. Trust is a synonym for a verified
signature, i.e. network messages only from these servers are validated and processed. This
approach filters all external spam transactions and speeds up the consensus process. A
transaction is sent by a client to a subset of UNL broadcast nodes which broadcast the in-
formation to all UNL validation nodes. Next, the transaction is included in the proposal set
and is considered for validation. The transactions that are not considered in the upcoming
proposal set are considered for future rounds until the transaction lifetime expires. The
transaction lifetime is based on the last datastore set index. Note that broadcast nodes dis-
patch user transactions and respond to queries whereas validation nodes ensure the integrity
of the system by participating in the consensus process. Validation nodes serve as backup
nodes in the disaster recovery centre.

4.2. Consensus Algorithm
ChainSQL consensus is a multi-phase process where the first phase is transaction ex-

change, the second phase is initial proposal exchange and the third phase is the consensus
on the proposal set. The pseudo-code for the consensus round is presented in Algorithm 1
and the consensus utility routines are given in Algorithm 2.

During the first phase, the transactions in the current round X and undecided trans-
actions Rj−1 from the previous round are combined together to prepare a ‘proposal set’.
All the validation nodes broadcast undecided transactions to the nodes in the UNL. The
transactions in the proposal set need to be validated before being added to the datastore.
Thus, the transactions are validated and then applied to the new local datastore Lo. After
delay t1, the second phase commences and validation nodes exchange proposal set. Each
validation node creates proposal set p from transactions in Lo and then p is sent to the nodes
[s1...sn] in UNL.

When a node receives p from a node in UNL, the transactions in p are compared to the
transactions in Lo and for the transaction match, the match vote is updated. If a transaction
x is included in p from server s, vote from server s for the transaction x is updated in the
datastore.

The necessary and sufficient condition for consensus on a proposal set is a ‘majority
vote’. If a majority vote is not achieved, peers exchange new proposals with transactions
having number of votes ≥ τ ∗ |S|. The acceptance threshold τ is incrementally increased
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Algorithm 1 An outline of the ChainSQL consensus algorithm

1 function ConsensusRoundj(Rj−1: undecided transaction set; S = [s1 . . . sn];
τ : acceptance threshold; δ: acceptance threshold step)

2 Lo ← ∅ ▷ Lo: New open ledger
3 Lc ← ∅ ▷ Lc: Closed ledger
4 Lo ← {all x ∈ X = Rj−1} ▷ Add undecided transactions from previous round
5 for all transaction x ∈ X do
6 ReceiveTransaction(x, Sender(x), O)
7 Delay(t1)
8 p ← Lo

9 Send initial proposal p to servers [s1 . . . sn] ∈ S
10 ReceiveProposal(Lo, p, si) from servers [s1 . . . sn] ∈ S
11 Lc ← ConsensusAchieved(Lo)
12 if Lc = ∅ then
13 repeat
14 p ← {∀x ∈ Lo | |x.votes| ≥ (τ) ∗ |S|}
15 Send p to [s1 . . . sn] ∈ S
16 ReceiveProposal(Lo, pi, si) from servers [s1 . . . sn] ∈ S
17 Lc ← ConsensusAchieved(Lo)
18 τ ← τ + δ
19 until Lc ̸= ∅
20 apply(Lc)
21 Rj ← Lc ∩ Lo ▷ Rj: remaining transactions for next round
22 return Rj

after each round to achieve consensus even though there is a disagreement in an earlier
round. In practice, the threshold values are set as, τ = 0.5, δ = 0.1, to achieve fast
convergence. The acceptance threshold for a transaction is initially set to 51% agreement.
If participants disagree on the proposal set, the threshold is increased gradually until no
disputed transactions are left.

When consensus is achieved on the datastore, it is applied to the database for the updates
to take affect. Undecided transactions in the previous round are forwarded to the subsequent
round. Validation nodes publish a cryptographic proof of the datastore update. If consensus
is achieved, each validation node has the same proof. The participants listen to the validation
proof and have one of the following possibilities:

(1) If the validation state Lc has the same state as the local datastore, consensus is
achieved.

(2) The validation nodes have disagreement on the datastore state due to state inconsis-
tency. The validation nodes synchronize the datastore state.

(3) If majority vote is not achieved, then the round is re-started. The consequence is a
loss in time, typically a few seconds. This happens when validation nodes do not have
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Algorithm 2 ChainSQL consensus routines

1 function ReceiveTransaction(x: Transaction, s: Sender, Lo: Open Ledger)
2 if s ∈ S ∧ validate(x) then
3 Lo ← apply(x)
4 return Lo

5 function ReceiveProposal(Lo: Open Ledger, p: Proposal, s: Sender)
6 if s ∈ S then
7 for all x ∈ p do
8 Lo[x].votes ← Lo[x].votes ∪ s

9 return Lo

10 function ConsensusAchieved(Lo: Open Ledger, θ: vote threshold)
11 l ← ∅
12 for all x ∈ Lo do
13 if |x.votes| ≥ θ ∗ |S| then
14 l ← l ∪ x
15 return l

a consensus, but are to proceed to the next round.

Once the consensus is achieved on the proposal set, the proposal set is written to the
datastore to get the updated datastore state.

5. ChainSQL Usecases

In this section, we present three ChainSQL usecases: (i) a multi-active database mid-
dleware for connecting the user application with the underlying database; (ii) a disaster
recovery middleware that connects user application production nodes with the disaster re-
covery nodes; (iii) an audit middleware that is connected with the production centre to
process transaction traces.

5.1. Multi-active Database Middleware
Multi-active database is a middleware that connects the enterprise application with the

underlying database. The underlying database is either a traditional relational database or a
NoSQL database. All the data definition and data manipulation operations for the database
are recorded in an operation log that is maintained using the blockchain technology and is
immutable, i.e. it cannot be modified or deleted.

User application calls ChainSQL API to send the transaction to a network node. Once
the consensus is achieved on the transaction, each validation peer has exactly the same
datastore state. The nodes are configured with the database to synchronise all incoming
database operations. As shown in Figure 8, a user can either directly query the blockchain
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Figure 8: ChainSQL as a multi-active database.

or keeps a synchronised local database for fast queries. If the user keeps a local database,
then one of the network nodes serves as a backup node. The write to the blockchain is by
way of ChainSQL consensus protocol.

In case of a node failure, the user switches to another node on the network seamlessly.
This ensures zero-recovery-time and a multi-active database deployment in real-time. The
fault node is restored from the most recent checkpoint during the recovery process. An
example database failure is shown in Figure 9. Since local database of the user is not
available, each user query is forwarded to one of the nodes. If a node does not respond,
query is sent to another node in the network.

One of the concerns in a multi-active database is the security of data when it is being
transmitted across the network. The middleware provides both symmetric and asymmetric
encryption schemes from which the user can choose the appropriate security mechanism for
the data. The supported encryption schemes include secp256k1 and elliptic-curve signatures
ed25519. Another important aspect of the multi-active middleware is the expandability of
the blockchain network nodes. A new node can automatically get the log from an existing
node in the network and can replay that log to generate its own version of the datastore
which is the same as other network nodes. Once it is established that the new node has
the same datastore state as the other network nodes, it can also participate in consensus
build-up and synchronous data writing.

5.2. Multi-disaster Recovery Middleware
Multi-disaster Recovery is also a middleware that connects the database production

nodes of the enterprise application with the disaster recovery nodes. The architecture of the
multi-disaster recovery middleware is shown in Figure 10. As mentioned earlier, the user
operations are recorded as log files, e.g. Binlog, Redo Log and so forth, in the production
centre and are analysed prior to a blockchain transaction generation. During disaster recov-
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Figure 10: The architecture of the database disaster recovery middleware.

ery, the first step is to achieve the consensus for the blockchain network that must include
the backup node such that the backup node has exactly the same data as every node on the
blockchain network. When a new block is generated, the backup node reads the block and
sends it to the disaster recovery centre. The recovery centre performs the database backup
using the transaction data. Thus, if a node fails at the production centre, the users switch
to the recovery centre to complete the task. This is achieved by elevating a backup node to
the status of a production node.

The data of the production centre is transmitted to the disaster recovery centre imme-
diately and the log is re-executed to achieve the recovery.

Business Application. An important application scenario where ChainSQL has been used
is in a financial environment. The business requires the core business data to be protected
and the most recent data to be available across the whole business process. The encryption
based tamper-resistance feature of the ChainSQL along with the multi-active database
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ensures security of the customer data and continuous business operations. In case of a node
failure, the data-level disaster recovery backup system activates seamlessly, thus ensuring
the continuity of the business operations.

5.3. Audibility
The immutability of a blockchain brings audibility as an inherent feature to the blockchain

systems. In a typical scenario, user A performs a grant operation for users B and C on
table T . Grant operation is recorded as a blockchain transaction and the transaction with
grant access is signed and sent to concerned peers. When the grant operation transaction
is finalized and is included in the datastore, A updates account access information.

User B requests a select query on table T and sends it to ChainSQL node P which is a
complete node. Node P fetches the identity of user B from the signature of the query. Since
user B has permissions to perform select query on table T , node P executes the query and
returns the result to B. A typical transaction pipeline for data audit is shown in Figure 11.

User C has permissions to make read-only queries on table T . User C maintains a
local database which is synchronised with the blockchain network and listens to the relevant
updates. Each time a new datastore state is committed by the nodes, a proof of validation
is multicast to the network. Each time a new datastore state is committed, user C requests
node P an update. In the request, user C specifies the most recent closed datastore index.
Node P creates an update message and sends the datastore headers starting from the most
recent closed records of user C. Besides headers, node P sends an order of transactions that
should be applied to the datastore. These transactions are related only to table T . Thus,
ChainSQL allows a trustless client-server interaction, where user can maintain a database
with related data only without the overhead to store the entire blockchain.

Business Application. ChainSQL combines features of data replication and immutability
with flexible access control. As blockchains’ inherent immutability prevents ex-post-facto
changes, auditor maintains a local database and requests access from a specific user. User
grants permission and the auditor fetches all user data from ChainSQL network nodes.
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Figure 12: ChainSQL throughput

Auditor can perform queries on the local database and can report results to the blockchain
network.

6. Empirical Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of ChainSQL with the help of experiments. We consider
parameters such as latency, throughput, scalability, and convergence and perform extensive
experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the system. We first describe experimental
setup.

Setup. We perform the experiments on Amazon EC2 cloud and consider virtual machine
instances upto 40. We do not consider the number of nodes beyond 40, as we observe a
stable behaviour for ChainSQL in comparison with Ripple. The experiments are executed
on c5.large instances. The system directly uses secp256k1 signature code from Ripple.
Alternatively, a ecliptic-curve signatures ed25519 can also be used. A predefined transac-
tion pool is considered for system evaluation and the transactions are fetched at random
for each user from the pool. Each transaction updates the datastore state and is recorded
in the blockchain. The results are generated as end-to-end measurements from the users’
perspective. For the latency and throughput measurements, we employ a test application
that sends transactions to the system and populates counts based on the transaction con-
firmation time. Unless specified otherwise, we set the number of nodes to 20, transactions
per proposal to 1500, δ = 0.1, and requests per second to 2000. Each set of experiments is
executed 10 times and the averages are reported.

System Throughput and Scalability. We first measure the throughput and scalability of the
system. We report system throughput, i.e. number of transactions per second, as we increase
the number of nodes from 5 to 40. In another set of experiments, we increase number of
transactions per proposal and report the system throughput. In the first set of experiments,
Figure 12(a), it can be observed that ChainSQL achieves throughput comparable to Ripple,
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i.e. 1200 transactions per second. Also, a slight decrease in throughput is witnessed with
the increase in network size, both for ChainSQL and Ripple. The overall behaviour of
ChainSQL is consistent with that of Ripple with little performance downgrade. Note
that unlike Ripple, ChainSQL does not only supports financial transactions and is more
flexible. In another set of experiments, Figure 12(b), we study the effect of proposal size
on system throughput. For the experiments, we considers 20 nodes in the network, and
increase proposal size gradually to observe system throughput. It can be seen that the
throughput of the system increases with an increase in the proposal size and reaches the
peak value at 1500 transactions per proposal. For more than 1500 transactions per proposal,
the system throughput deteriorates. For the rest of the experiments, we set the transactions
per proposal to 1500.

Transaction Latency. The latency is the delay in transaction confirmation, i.e. the differ-
ence in time between transaction submission and confirmation. We report mean latency in
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milliseconds as we increase requests per second from 1000 to 5000, and number of nodes from
5 to 40. The proposal size is set to 1500. The results, Figure 13(a), show that the latency
increases linearly with the number of requests per second. Similarly, when the number of
nodes in the network increase, mean latency also increases due to the increased network
communication. However, the overall behaviour of the system remains stable, e.g. average
latency for 5 nodes is 2000 ms, and increases to 3500 ms for 40 nodes.

Convergence. An interesting parameter, Acceptance threshold δ, determines the convergence
rate for the system. We set the number of nodes to 20, proposal size to 1500, requests
per second to 2000, and study the convergence behaviour for changing δ. It can be seen,
Figure 13(b), that the least time to convergence is achieved for δ = 0.1. For values, smaller
or higher than 0.1, the convergence time increases.

Transactions Time-slice. We also compute statistics on the transaction execution stages to
get an insight into the transaction execution. We set the number of nodes to 20, proposal
size to 1500, δ = 0.1, and compute the time-slice for each transaction execution stage. It
can be seen, Figure 14, that network delay is the most time consuming phase in transaction
execution.
Remark. ChainSQL is a blockchain system that also supports fast queries by way of
integrating database with the blockchain. The performance of the system for the DDL
queries, i.e. create, alter, and drop, and DML queries (except select), i.e. insert, update,
and delete, is similar to the blockchain network Ripple. Note that the blockchain based DDL
and DML queries are slow due to the requirement of the consensus. However, as the select
queries do not change the datastore state, they are executed fast by integrating a database
with the blockchain at the node level.
In summary, the performance of ChainSQL is comparable (i) to Ripple for the queries that
change the datastore state and (ii) to database for queries that do not change the datastore
state.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented ChainSQL and its novel applications through three usecases
that are implemented as a middleware between the user application and the database. The
first usecase is a tamper-resistant multi-active database, the second usecase is a data-level
disaster recovery backup and the third is an audit middleware. The effectiveness of the sys-
tem is demonstrated with the help of a detailed experimental study. ChainSQL is the first
system of its kind that features the tamper-resistance of the blockchain and the fast query
processing of the distributed databases. The utility of the ChainSQL is evident from its
business usecases in domains including finance and supplychain, therefore, it offers promising
application scenarios for future. A number of considerations from system implementation
point of view are also in the pipeline. For instance, the support for big data analytics in
ChainSQL, and the implementation of complex indexes for query optimisation.
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Highlights 

 

The highlights of this work are as follows: 

 

 We present, ChainSQL, a blockchain database application platform that has 
the decentralised, distributed and audibility features of the blockchain and 
quick query processing and well-designed data structure of the distributed 
databases 

 ChainSQL features a tamper-resistant and consistent multi-active database, a 
reliable and cost effective data-level disaster recovery backup and an 
auditable transaction log mechanism. 

 ChainSQL solves the data integrity and reliability issues of the distributed 
databases by using the blockchain technology and still keeps the fast query 
processing of the distributed databases. 

 The incorporation of the security and audibility features of the blockchain 
into the distributed database systems by the implementation of a blockchain 
network. 

 The support for both NoSQL and SQL databases is a desirable feature of the 
system and enhances applicability of the system.  


	Renovating blockchain with distributed databases: An open source system

